Introduction 33 34
Metagenomic investigations of microbial communities have generated genomes for a huge 35 diversity of bacteria and archaea, many from little studied or previously unknown phyla (Castelle 36 and Banfield, 2018). For example, a study of an aquifer near the town of Rifle, Colorado generated 37 49 draft genomes for several groups of bacteria, some of which were previously known only based 38 on 16S rRNA gene surveys and others that were previously unknown (Wrighton et al., 2012) . Draft 39 genomes for bacteria from related lineages were obtained in a single cell sequencing study that 40 targeted samples from a broader variety of environment types (Rinke et al., 2013) . Based on the 41 consistently small predicted genome sizes for bacteria from these groups, groundwater filtration 42 experiments targeting ultra-small organisms were conducted to provide cells for imaging ( the group comprises no more than 26.3% of bacterial phylum-level lineages (Parks et al., 2017) . 67
Their analyses were based on a FastTree (Price et al., 2009 ) constructed using an alignment of 120 68 concatenated proteins, some of which do not occur in CPR. Removal of genomes with < 40% of 69 the alignment length resulted in exclusion of most of the CPR sequences. Regardless, the CPR 70 clearly represents a huge segment of bacterial diversity. 71
To date, most studies have predicted CPR metabolic traits using one or a few genomes. 72
Lacking are studies that look radiation-wide at the distribution of capacities that are widespread 73 thus likely contribute core functions, including those encoded by hypothetical proteins. Moreover, 74 examination of genetic potential across the CPR and general comparisons of CPR and non-CPR 75 bacteria have been very limited. Here, we leveraged a large set of publicly available, high quality 76 genomes of CPR and non-CPR bacteria to address these questions. We clustered protein sequences 77 from 3,598 genomes into families and evaluated the distribution of these protein families over 78 genomes. By focusing only on protein families that are common in CPR bacteria and/or non-CPR 79 bacteria, we demonstrate a major subdivision within the bacterial domain without reliance on gene 80 or protein sequence phylogenies. Figure S1 . 100
101
To assess the extent to which the protein clusters group together proteins with shared 102 functions, we analyzed some families with well-known functions, such as the 16 ribosomal 103
proteins that are commonly used in phylogeny. Because these proteins are highly conserved, we 104 expect one protein family per ribosomal subunit. For instance, we expected to have all proteins 105 annotated as the large subunit 3 (RPL3) be clustered into the same family. For 10 out 16 subunits, 106 all proteins clustered into one single family (Table S1 ). The six remaining ribosomal subunits 107 clustered into several families. However, one family always contained >95% of the proteins ( Table  108 S1). Interestingly, for five of the six subunits represented by more than one family, the 109 fragmentation was a result of differences in protein length due to amino-acid extensions in the C-110 terminal or N-terminal regions. For instance, each of the 10 proteins from family 3.6k.fam10722 111 (consisting of RPL22 proteins, See Table S1 ) carries an extra 50 amino acids in the C-terminal 112 region that is lacking in proteins of family 3.6k.fam00371 ( Figure S1A ). However, proteins from 113 both families carry the domain of the large ribosomal subunit 22 ( Figure S1A ). We annotated our 114 protein dataset using the KEGG annotations and systematically verified that the protein family 115 groupings approximate functional annotations. For each KEGG accession, we reported the family 116 which contains the highest ratio of proteins annotated with that KEGG accession. The distribution 117 of the highest ratios shows that the majority of KEGG accessions is present in one major family 118 ( Figure S1B ). We also checked the level of annotation admixture within the families. For each 119 family, we computed the ratio of the KEGG accessions that are different than the most abundant 120 accession ( Figure S1C ). The distribution of the ratios near 0 indicates that the vast majority of the 121 families has no annotation admixture. The distribution of widespread proteins subdivides CPR from all other Bacteria. 127
128
For definition of protein families, we chose a dataset that includes sequences from a huge 129 diversity of uncultivated lineages and (unlike most reference genome datasets), genomes from the 130 majority of all bacterial phyla (Figure 1) . We constructed an array of the 3,598 genomes (rows) 131 vs. all protein families (columns) and hierarchically clustered the genomes based on profiles of 132 protein family presence/absence. The families were also hierarchically clustered based on profiles 133 of genome presence/absence (Figure 2A) . Notably, the distinct pattern of protein family 134 presence/absence in CPR genomes separates them from almost all non-CPR bacteria and from 135 archaea (Figure 2A) . 136
Certain protein families cluster together due to co-existence in multiple genomes (blocks 137 of black and orange dots in Figure 2A ). Strikingly, some blocks with numerous families are 138 widespread in non-CPR bacteria while mostly absent in CPR (Figure 2A ), they may explain the 139 observed separation of the CPR from the non-CPR Bacteria. We decided to focus on the large 140 blocks of families that are widespread among the 115 bacterial phyla analyzed. We identified co- ); these were also excluded from further analysis so that the study could focus only on the six 147 modules that occur in most CPR bacterial genomes, in most non-CPR bacterial genomes or in both 148 (orange dots in Figure 2B ). Some modules also occur in archaeal genomes, so archaeal genomes 149 were retained in the study. 150
One module, containing many core information system proteins, is essentially ubiquitous 151 across the dataset (orange dot #1 in Figure 2B ). Two modules are present in at least 10 non-CPR 152 bacterial phyla (orange dots #2, 3 in Figure 2B ). Strikingly, these modules are mostly absent in 153 CPR bacteria. Three modules occur in more than 10 CPR bacterial phyla (orange dots #4, 5, 6 in 154 Figure 2B ). 155
The six numbered modules comprise 786 protein families that we consider to be 156 widespread across the bacterial domain (blocks of orange dots in Figure 1 .A). Unsurprisingly,including replication, transcription and translation to basic metabolism (energy, nucleotides, 159 amino-acids, cofactors and vitamins) and environmental interactions (membrane transport such as 160 the Sec pathway) (Table S2 ). We consider it likely that these widespread sets of co-occurring 161 proteins are foundations upon which lineage-specific metabolisms are based. is rendered in a radial tree format ( Figure 3B ) the correspondence between clusters based on the 186 distribution of core protein families and phylogeny ( Figure 3C ) is particularly apparent. 187 188 archaea. Thus, we conclude that the major subdivision within the first dataset was not due to our 209 choice of genomes or the environments they came from. Importantly, this NCBI genome dataset 210 includes many genomes from symbionts with reduced genomes (McCutcheon and Moran, 2012). 211
In no case did these genomes place within the CPR. 212
From the hierarchical clustering of the genomes in Figure 4 we generated a tree 213 representation analogous to that in Figure 3B To test whether the protein clustering cutoffs strongly affected our results we performed 229 another protein clustering without using cut-offs set during the HMM-HMM comparison (see 230
Materials and Methods). This very inclusive procedure led to the definition of 3,555 clans (clusters 231 of protein families that were identified in at least 5 distinct genomes). Despite merging of non-232 homologous proteins, we retrieved 537 clans that correspond to the 786 widespread families. Using 233 this inclusive clustering, the CPR still separate from non-CPR bacteria and archaea in analyses 234 that used both genome datasets ( Figures S3 and S4) . Thus, we conclude that, our results are robust 235 regarding both genome selection (as tested using the NCBI genome dataset) and the protein 236 clustering parameters. (Table S2) . 254
The set of 453 families that are sparsely distributed in CPR yet very common in other Bacteria is 255 enriched in metabolic functions (Fig. 3A and 5A ). The remaining 87 protein families enriched in 256 CPR and rare in non-CPR bacteria are discussed in detail below. Importantly, when these 87 257 protein families are removed from the set of widespread families and the analysis re-performed, 258 the CPR still separate from all other bacteria both genome datasets (Figures S5 and S6) . 259
Although the CPR are distinct from non-CPR bacteria due to their sparse metabolism and 260 the presence of CPR-specific genes, they are not monolithic in terms of their metabolism (Figure 261 Figure 5C ). Table S2 ). Notably, Dependentiae genomes encode few or none of the 87 CPR-277 enriched families, consistent with their phylogenetic placement outside of the CPR (Figure 6 ). The 278 majority of the 87 families has poor functional annotations ( Figure 5A and Table S2 ). However, 279 51 families are comprised of proteins with at least one predicted transmembrane helix (Table S2) , 280 and many are predicted to have membrane or extracellular localizations ( Figure 5B and Table S2 ). 281
Fifteen have more than four transmembrane helices, and may be involved in transport (Table S2) . predicted to be non-cytoplasmic whereas 10 of 18 protein families enriched in Parcubacteria are 287 predicted to be non-cytoplasmic (Table S2 ). 288 Figure 6 . Distribution of the 87 families that are enriched in CPR relative to non-CPR 290
Given that most CPR are predicted to depend on externally-derived nucleic acids, it is 293 anticipated that their cells are competent (Wrighton et al., 2016 ). This capacity is not widespread 294 in non-CPR bacteria (Chen and Dubnau, 2004). We identified two families (3.6k.fam00166 and 295 3.6k.fam01878) annotated as ComEC (components of the DNA uptake machinery) among the 28 296 widespread CPR-enriched families (Table S2) . Two other components of DNA uptake machinery, 297
ComFC/comFA (3.6k.fam03513) and DprA (3.6k.fam01708), are also widespread in CPR but they 298 are also widespread in non-CPR Bacteria. The ComEA component involved in DNA binding is 299 only present in around one third of CPR genomes, suggesting that some CPR may possess an 300 alternative mechanism for DNA binding. 301
In competent bacteria, a correlation has been shown between the ability to take up 302 exogenous DNA and the presence of pili on the cell surface (Stone and Kwaik, 1999). We found 303 that three enriched and widespread families in CPR are divergent pilin proteins, the subunits of 304 pili. These typically have a single transmembrane domain in their first 50 amino-acids (families 305 3.6k.fam00087, 3.6k.fam00099, 3.6k.fam00143) (Giltner et al., 2012). These pilin proteins are 306 part a type IV pili (T4P) system that includes other components that are encoded in the genomes 307 of CPR bacteria but also present in non-CPR Bacteria (Melville and Craig, 2013) . These 308 components comprise the ATPase assembly PilB (3.6k.fam04160), the ATPase twitching motility 309
PilT (3.6k.fam00968), the membrane platform PilC (3.6k.fam00031), the prepilin peptidase PilD 310 (3.6k.fam02501) and finally the Gspl domain PilM (3.6k.fam00032). All of these components co-311 localize in several CPR genomes. Importantly we did not find the PilQ component which is 312 (Table S2) . Notably, several other groups of CPR-enriched genes are also predicted to function in DNA uptake 368 and maintenance of pilin structure. Given the overall small genome size, these findings reinforce 369 the conclusion that genes for organism-organism interaction are central to the lifestyles of CPR 370
bacteria. 371
Similar to CPR bacteria, phylum-level groups of non-CPR bacteria also have unique sets 372 of core genes. For example, Cyanobacteria group together tightly despite the fact that genes for 373 the physiological trait that unites them, oxygenic photosynthesis, were not included in the protein 374 family analysis. This may be a reflection of the requirement for a specific combination of core 375 protein families that comprise a platform that is consistent with photosynthetic lifestyles. Similar 376 explanations are less easily identified for the general correspondence of phylogeny and conserved 377 protein family sets in other major groups. However, a general explanation may be that once an 378 innovation that gave rise to a lineage occurred, strong selection maintained the core protein family 379 platform set that supports it. 380
Within the CPR we identified many clusters of bacteria that share similar core metabolic 381 platforms. Some CPR bacterial phyla have extensive biosynthetic capacities whereas others have 382 minimal sets of core protein families. This may indicate extensive gene loss in some groups. Given 383 the overall phylum-level consistency of the protein family sets, we suspect that major genome 384 reduction events were ancient. 385
Looking across the entire analysis, the broad consistency in combinations of core protein 386 families within lineages strongly suggests that the distribution of these families is primarily the 387 result of vertical inheritance. Specifically, the patterns of protein family distribution reproduce the 388 subdivision of Bacteria from Archaea and essentially recapitulate many phylum and sub-phylum 389 groupings. Collapsing the branches in the cladogram formed from the hierarchical clustering of 390 protein families revealed enormous branch length in the CPR. We interpret this to indicate huge 391 variation in the sets of core protein families across the CPR (Figure 4C ). This diversity in the core 392 protein family platform may have arisen because distinct types of symbiotic associations select for 393 larger or lesser requirement for core biosynthetic capacities in the symbiont. In this case, major 394 divergences within the CPR, essentially the rise of new CPR phyla, may have been stimulated by 395 evolutionary innovations that generated new lineages of potential bacterial hosts. 396
The relative magnitude of diversity of distinct core gene sets in the CPR compared to non-397 CPR bacteria is consistent in scale with the relative magnitude of phylogenetic diversity of these 398 groups, as rendered in ribosomal RNA and protein trees (Hug et al., 2016) . This suggests the 399 enormous biological importance of the CPR, regardless of the extent to which their phylogeneticand core metabolic diversity is a reflection of gene loss, rapid evolution or ancient origin within 401 the bacterial domain. Table S3 ). The second 411 "NCBI" dataset contains 2,729 genomes (8,425,478 proteins). Genome were chosen based on the 412 taxonomy provided by the NCBI. Briefly, for each prokaryotic phylum, one genome per genus 413 was randomly selected from the NCBI genome database (last access on December, 2017). Some 414 genomes do not have genus assignment although they have a phylum assignment. In those cases, 415 5 genomes per phylum were randomly selected. Refseq were preferred to non-refseq genomes as 416 these are generally better annotated. The NCBI dataset encompasses 282 CPR (217,728 proteins); 417 2,278 non-CPR-Bacteria (7,811,207 proteins) and 169 Archaea (396,543 proteins) (Table S3) . 
0). 428
The resulting sub-clusters were defined as sub-families. In order to test for highly similar sub-429 families, we grouped sub-families into protein families as follows. The proteins of each sub-family 430 were aligned using MAFFT (Katoh and Standley, 2013), and from the alignments HHM models 431 were built using the HHpred suite (Soding, 2005) . The sub-families were then compared to each 432 other using hhblits (Remmert et al., 2011 ) from the HHpred suite (with parameters -v 0 -p 50 -z 4 433 -Z 32000 -B 0 -b 0). For sub-families with probability scores of ≥ 99% and coverage ≥ 0.75, a 434 similarity score (probability ⨉ coverage) was used in the final MCL (-I 2.0). These clusters weredefined as the protein families, after adding to each representative highly similar proteins that were 436 removed in the first CD-HIT step. The clans were defined by clustering all sub-families using 437 MCL based on the probability ⨉ coverage score (without using the cutoffs of probability and 438 coverage used for the protein family clustering). 
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